Professional
Turf, Track & Court, LLC (TTC) provides all required professional services for the planning and
design of your athletic facilities projects. From existing facilities analysis to detailed construction
document development, TTC is dedicated to providing creative, cost effective design services for
all of your outdoor athletic facility needs.

Feasibility Studies
TTC provides Facility Analysis / Feasibility Studies to identify all pertinent aspects of your project prior to the
initiation of design. Facility Analysis identify and document existing physical conditions, use patterns, spatial
relations, and maintenance procedures. Feasibility Studies outline and analyze all contributing factors and
typically provide guidelines for the development of your athletic facility. Generally an Analysis and or Studies
are prepared for new stadiums, stadium renovations, as well as new or existing running tracks, tennis courts,
multiple field complexes, etc.

Master Planning / Design & Layout
Site planning is crucial to the maximization and functionality of your specific spaces. TTC’s planning process
will identify all components of the facility, athletic venues, traffic patterns, both pedestrian and vehicular,
parking needs, infrastructure requirements, environmental considerations, etc. The plan components will be
assembled in a logical and practical layout which will lay the groundwork for the physical development of the
athletic facility. Master Planning is a crucial phase in the planning, design and construction of your athletic
facility projects. The process will provide the most logical, cost effective, phased development plan.

Construction Drawings / Details / Specifications
Construction document preparation includes all aspects of the bidding process, contract negotiation, project
conditions, specific construction requirements, as well as
concise plan drawings and details required for the
proper construction of your athletic facilities. Thorough
construction documentation is crucial to educating the
contractor of the parameters and specifics of the construction project. Written construction documents will
be thoroughly prepared by TTC utilizing industry
standard base documents tailored to each project’s
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cific tolerances and ensure dimensional requirements
meet all of the governing body standards.

